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From human-level problem specification,
to human-level solving and explanation.

● A.I. system that starts from natural language

● Can reason over its perception of the language meaning

● Can explain its reasoning steps, and aid users in problem solving

Applicable to other rich decision problems: scheduling, planning, 
regulation, fiscality, business processes, ...

applied on
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In: Natural Language sentences

Out: Part-Of-Speech tagged words

"The patient who was prescribed  Enalapril is not  Heather”1
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Chunking & 
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In: POS tagged sentences

(the, DT), (patient, NN), (who, WP), (was, VBD), (prescribed, VBN), (enalapril, NN), (is, VBZ), (not, RB), (heather, NNPN)

Mid: Chunking

(the, det), (patient, noun), (who, relpro), ((was, prescribed), tvGap), (enalapril, pn), ((is, not), cop), (heather, pn)

Out: Lexicon for our B&B grammar

…
noun([patient], [patients]),
pn([heather]),
pn([enalapril]),
tvGap([was, prescribed], [for, their, heart, condition], [prescribe]),
…

Difficulty: 

● custom vocabulary per puzzle

● word-play by authors

First 
order
Logic 

Blackburn and Bos [BB06] framework as a base:

⚫ Defined grammar based on 10 other puzzles, which includes : 

− Template sentences specific to logic grid puzzles 

− alldifferent rules : :“Of X,Y and Z, one is...” 

− Numerical comparisons (“John scored 3 points higher than Mary”), …

⚫ We extended the Blackbrun & Bos framework to reason about types:

⚫ Each entity (John, points) has a type

⚫ Some relations (scored, has more, received) are synonyms: types allow detecting them

In: Lexicon and Grammar

Out: Discourse Representation Theory

IDP 
Language

In: Logical Representation (Discourse Representation Theory)

Out: IDP Puzzle specification

1. Compute interpretation of different types

⚫ Type deduction from grid and type inference from sentences (synonyms)

2. Build Vocabulary

the patient who was prescribed enalapril is not heather → was_prescribed(enalapril, heather)

3. Construct IDP Theories

⚫ IDP is a rich knowledge representation language [IDP2016]

?d [owner]: was_prescribed(d,enalapril) & ~ (heather = d).

4. Solving the Puzzle using the IDP solver

Explanation
Generation Ordering of reasoning steps by mental effort required

get_reasoning_step(S: current partial assignment):

Until a solve leads to propagation (a more strict partial assignment):

Try: solve S + all implicit constraints

For n=0..|clues|, for all subsets of clues of size n:

Try: solve S + the constraints from the subset of clues

Break if it lead to propagation

For each literal that was assigned during propagation:

Compute minimal partial assignment S' needed to derive the literal

→ the S' is the UNSAT core when negating the literal

Store (S', clues used, literal)

return (S', clues, literal) with smallest S'

Visualisation

Newly derived fact(s) Used facts that were derived earlier (fewer is generally easier)

Try it yourself!

https://bartbog.github.io/zebra/

Clue: The man who travels with kwik holds a flag
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